Nearpoint of Convergence: Test Procedure, Target Selection, and Normative Data
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ABSTRACT: Background. The purpose of this study was to help determine the most appropriate target to be used for the assessment of the nearpoint of convergence, normative data for the break and recovery in adults, and the diagnostic value of the red-glass modification and repetition of the nearpoint of convergence. Methods. A total of 175 subjects with normal binocular vision and 38 subjects with convergence insufficiency were evaluated. The nearpoint of convergence was measured three ways, with an accommodative target, a penlight, and a penlight with red and green glasses. The nearpoint of convergence was also measured using a penlight for 10 repetitions. Results. Results suggest a clinical cutoff value of 5 cm for the nearpoint of convergence break and 7 cm for the nearpoint of convergence recovery with either an accommodative target or a penlight with red and green glasses. Conclusion. This study establishes normative data for the nearpoint of convergence break and recovery in the adult population and supports the value of various test modifications when other testing is equivocal. (Optom Vis Sci 2003;80:214–225)
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The assessment of the nearpoint of convergence (NPC) is widely used by eye care practitioners in the routine primary care examination and is often included as a test procedure for vision screenings. The NPC is also considered an important diagnostic finding in the assessment of convergence insufficiency. For example, Daum reviewed 58 studies of convergence insufficiency and found that 36% of the studies specified a receded nearpoint of convergence as an important criterion for diagnosis of convergence insufficiency. A survey conducted by Rouse et al. determined that the NPC was used in making the diagnosis of convergence insufficiency by 93.8% of optometrists surveyed. Thirty-five percent of the doctors indicated that one criterion was sufficient to diagnose convergence insufficiency, and the most frequently used single diagnostic characteristic was the NPC. Given its widespread use and diagnostic importance, it is surprising that the NPC test procedure, target selection, and normative data have received limited investigation since its introduction as an important routine test procedure in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Although most authors describe the NPC as part of the minimum database for a routine vision examination, our review of the literature found only one recent study that was designed to determine the normative data for this test. In this study, Hayes et al. suggested expected values for the NPC for school-aged children. We were unable to retrieve any study that systematically investigated the expected values for the NPC in adults. Table 1 is a compilation of recommendations in current textbooks and articles. As the table illustrates, there are a variety of recommendations for target selection, and the recommended expected findings for the break range from 5 to 17.5 cm. More than half of the authors did not include an expected finding for the recovery measurement. The expected findings for those who did report a recovery finding ranged from 8 to 11 cm. Other than the study by Hayes et al., not one of the other authors provided supportive data or a reference for their suggestions for either the recommended target or expected findings.

We were able to find one article that reported the NPC in adults with normal binocularity and adults with convergence insufficiency. This study was not designed specifically to investigate normative data for NPC. However, in the course of studying the relationship between the NPC and vergence amplitudes in convergence insufficiency patients, the authors reported an average break.
## TABLE 1.
Previous suggestions for NPC target selection and expected findings.\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Expected Break</th>
<th>Expected Recovery</th>
<th>Target/Method</th>
<th>Based on</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Davies(^1)(^7)</td>
<td>7 cm</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Target not specified, suggests repeating test 8–12 times</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capobianco(^1)(^8)</td>
<td>6–10 cm</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Penlight, stresses importance of red glass test</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter(^1)(^9)</td>
<td>5 cm</td>
<td>9 cm</td>
<td>Pencil, pen point, or other small object</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke-Elder(^2)(^0)</td>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Target and method not specified</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burian and von Noorden(^2)(^1)</td>
<td>8–10 cm</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Target not specified, stresses importance of red glass modification</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoffman and Rouse(^2)(^2)</td>
<td>5 cm</td>
<td>8 cm</td>
<td>Target and method not indicated</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohindra and Molinari(^2)(^3)</td>
<td>6 in</td>
<td>Within 2 in of break</td>
<td>Red glass, repetition suggested</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pickwell and Hampshire(^2)(^4)</td>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Black vertical line on a white card</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen et al.(^7)</td>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>A bell</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shippman et al.(^2)(^5)</td>
<td>3 cm</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Target and method not indicated</td>
<td>Clinical study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London(^2)(^6)</td>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td>8 cm</td>
<td>Penlight, important to repeat to check for fatigue effects, talks of</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>diagnostic potential of NPC with red glass (suggests that a difference of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 cm has diagnostic value)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helveston et al.(^2)(^7)</td>
<td>11 cm</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Accommodative target</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wick(^2)(^8)</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Target not indicated, repeat test five or more times</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pickwell(^2)(^9)</td>
<td>10–15 cm</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Any suitable target</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlson et al.(^2)</td>
<td>&gt;17.5 cm</td>
<td>Within 7.5 cm of</td>
<td>Penlight for screening, use accommodative target and red glass/penlight</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>break</td>
<td></td>
<td>if NPC is greater than 4 in/7 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London(^3)(^0)</td>
<td>6–10 cm</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Accommodative target or penlight, repeat five times</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggers(^3)(^1)</td>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Target not indicated</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffin and Grisham(^3)(^2)</td>
<td>8 cm</td>
<td>11 cm</td>
<td>Small detailed target, perform five times</td>
<td>Class notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grosvenor(^1)</td>
<td>8 cm</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Penlight, suggests repeated testing; if NPC is greater than 12–15 cm with</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>repeated testing, it is evidence of a convergence insufficiency.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes et al.(^3)(^3)</td>
<td>6 cm</td>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td>Astron International Accommodative Rule and a 20/30 single column of letters</td>
<td>Well-designed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) NPC, nearpoint of convergence; NR, not reported.
NPC evaluation. Although this may make intuitive sense, recent studies have suggested that this might be a worthwhile part of the standard procedure to make the test more sensitive and of greater diagnostic and prognostic value. In an entirely anecdotal report in 1952, Capobianco recommended that the NPC be performed twice, once with a penlight and again with a penlight and a red glass in front of one eye. Capobianco refers to this second method as the subjective NPC. She suggests that this modification might potentially yield useful diagnostic and prognostic information. According to Capobianco, in cases in which a convergence insufficiency is suspected but the NPC with a penlight alone is normal, the subjective NPC may be more remote and demonstrate a better correlation with fusional amplitudes. Thus, the red-glass NPC may be a more sensitive diagnostic test. She claims that the test also provides information about progress in treatment because the NPC tested with the red-glass modification improves more rapidly than the NPC tested with the penlight alone. Although several authors recommend that this procedure be incorporated as part of the standard assessment of convergence amplitude, no research data have been produced to support its use or any of Capobianco’s assertions about the value of the test.

Another modification that has been suggested is repetition of the NPC, with the assumption that symptomatic patients will show a greater recession in the NPC with repeated testing compared with normals. Davies, in 1946, appears to be the original source for this recommendation. He advocated repeating the NPC eight to 12 times and suggested that a breakdown would occur at about five to six repetitions and the break would recede to 25 to 30 cm. This would indicate poor convergence reserve. Subsequent authors have suggested that this might be a worthwhile part of the NPC evaluation. Although this may make intuitive sense, again no supporting data exist. Even if a clinician adopts this approach, the literature is unclear about how much of a change in the NPC with repetition should be considered significant.

Thus, we have a clinical test that is considered part of the minimum database for a primary eye care examination, is often used as a screening procedure for binocular vision problems, and is a key criterion for the diagnosis of convergence insufficiency, yet there is a lack of supportive, clinical research. There is a lack of agreement about the most appropriate target and the expected finding for a normal or abnormal break in adults. In addition, although clinicians have developed several potentially valuable modifications of the NPC test, there are no data to validate the use of these modifications.

The purpose of this study is to investigate these issues and help determine the most appropriate target to be used for the NPC, normative data for the break and recovery in adults, and the clinical value of modifications of the test using filters and repetitions.

**METHODS**

Two groups of subjects were evaluated. The first group consisted of optometry students (N = 175; age range, 22 to 37 years; average age, 24.9). These subjects received a full eye examination. We orally reviewed the study with each subject and outlined the risks and benefits. After receiving consent, we enrolled subjects in the study. All subjects had 20/20 visual acuity in both eyes (distance and near) with best refraction. We excluded all subjects with a strabismic or nonstrabismic binocular vision problem or an accommodative disorder. We used traditional normative values to determine whether a subject had an accommodative or nonstrabismic binocular vision disorder.

Group two consisted of clinic patients at The Eye Institute of The Pennsylvania College of Optometry and the Illinois Eye Institute of the Illinois College of Optometry (N = 38; age range, 9 to 52 years; average age, 20.2). We orally reviewed the study with each subject and outlined the risks and benefits. After receiving consent, we enrolled subjects in the study. We excluded subjects with <20/20 visual acuity in each eye with best correction or constant strabismus. All subjects in this group were diagnosed with convergence insufficiency using criteria of exophoria greater at near than at far, receded NPC (we selected a value of 5 cm for the NPC based on the previous work of Shippman et al.), and reduced positive fusional vergence amplitudes (≥1 SD from Morgan’s expected findings). The NPC was considered abnormal if the measurement was receded with any of the three targets described below.

We administered an eight-item symptom questionnaire (Table 2) to all subjects. This questionnaire was adapted from a questionnaire developed and used by Cooper et al. Each item was scored on a scale of one to five. The lower the score, the less the symptoms. The highest possible symptom score was 40, indicating a very symptomatic subject, and the lowest possible score was eight, indicating no symptoms. This survey has not been tested for reliability and repeatability. A symptom survey (Convergence Insufficiency and Reading Study symptom survey) is now available that has been shown to be a valid instrument for differentiating convergence insufficiency (CI) children from those with normal binocular vision. However, at the time we performed this study, this symptom survey was not available.

For all subjects, the NPC was assessed by one of the authors using a standard push-up technique with a Bernell Accommodative Rule. We used an instructional set similar to the one first described by Hayes et al. The Accommodative Rule was placed just above the nose at the brow between the two eyes. The target was moved toward the subjects at a rate of about 1 to 2 cm/s. Subjects were encouraged to try to keep the target single. The subjective break and recovery values were measured and recorded in centimeters. If there was no subjective report of diplopia, the points at which the patient objectively lost and regained ocular alignment were recorded as the break and recovery. The NPC was measured once with each of the following: an accommodative target (AT) (single 20/30 letter), a penlight (PL), and with penlight while the subject wore red/green glasses (PLRG). Red and green glasses were used instead of a red glass to free both hands of the examiner so that he could hold the Accommodative Rule with both hands. The order of testing.
TABLE 2.  
Symptom Questionnaire

1. How long can you do nearwork (i.e., reading, writing, computer work, sewing, etc.) without discomfort, headaches, eye ache, burning, stinging, watering, blurriness, double vision, loss of vision, or tiredness?  
   1. at least 3 hours  
   2. up to 2 hours  
   3. up to 1 hour  
   4. up to 30 minutes  
   5. up to 15 minutes
2. How often do you get headaches when you do nearwork?  
   1. never (0% of the time)  
   2. occasionally (approximately 25% of the time)  
   3. often (approximately 50% of the time)  
   4. very often (approximately 75% of the time)  
   5. every time I do nearwork (100% of the time)
3. If you experience headaches during nearwork how bothersome are these headaches (i.e., to what degree do they interfere with your normal functioning)?  
   1. minimally bothersome  
   2. mildly bothersome  
   3. moderately bothersome  
   4. very bothersome  
   5. extremely bothersome
4. Do your eyes pull, ache, or water when you do nearwork?  
   1. never (0% of the time)  
   2. occasionally (approximately 25% of the time)  
   3. often (approximately 50% of the time)  
   4. very often (approximately 75% of the time)  
   5. every time I do nearwork (100% of the time)
5. Does the reading material ever become blurry, run together, or jump when you do nearwork?  
   1. never (0% of the time)  
   2. occasionally (approximately 25% of the time)  
   3. often (approximately 50% of the time)  
   4. very often (approximately 75% of the time)  
   5. every time I do nearwork (100% of the time)
6. Does reading material ever become double when you do nearwork?  
   1. never (0% of the time)  
   2. occasionally (approximately 25% of the time)  
   3. often (approximately 50% of the time)  
   4. very often (approximately 75% of the time)  
   5. every time I do nearwork (100% of the time)
7. Immediately following prolonged nearwork do objects at distance appear blurry for a short period of time?  
   1. never (0% of the time)  
   2. occasionally (approximately 25% of the time)  
   3. often (approximately 50% of the time)  
   4. very often (approximately 75% of the time)  
   5. every time I do nearwork (100% of the time)
8. Do your eyes feel tired or do you lose your concentration when doing nearwork?  
   1. never (0% of the time)  
   2. occasionally (approximately 25% of the time)  
   3. often (approximately 50% of the time)  
   4. very often (approximately 75% of the time)  
   5. every time I do nearwork (100% of the time)

Descriptive statistics (means, standard deviation, medians, etc.) were generated for both break and recovery measurements obtained using each of the three target types. These calculations were performed separately for normal and convergence insufficiency subjects. Within each group, a repeated-measures analysis of variance was used to compare the mean break and recovery values obtained with each of the targets. Post hoc testing was performed using Scheffe’s method of multiple comparison. Given the non-
normal distribution of NPC values for both groups, natural log-transformed values were used when performing these analyses.

Mixed model analysis was used to model the repeated measurements obtained for both NPC break and recovery as a function of measurement number. In addition, indicator variables were included in the model to determine whether the slope of the line relating break or recovery to measurement number was consistent across the entire range of repeats. Akaike’s Information Criterion values were used to judge model fit. Due to the non-normal distribution of break and recovery values, natural log transformed data was used in all analyses. These analyses were performed separately for CI and normal subjects.

**RESULTS**

**Normative Data and Target Selection**

Descriptive statistics for both break and recovery values obtained from the normal subjects are summarized in Table 3. The mean break for both the AT and PLRG targets is about 2.5 cm. The mean recovery for the AT and PLRG targets was also similar at 4.35 cm and larger than the mean for PL at 3.74 cm. Repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicated a significant difference in the mean break measurements obtained via the three targets (p < 0.0001). Post hoc testing indicated a significant difference in AT and PL (p ≤ 0.0001), AT and PLRG (p = 0.0033), and PL and PLRG (p = 0.018). The actual differences, however, were <0.5 cm and are not considered clinically meaningful. A significant difference in mean NPC recovery for the three targets was also found (p < 0.0001) using the repeated-measures ANOVA. The mean recovery for AT and PL were significant different (p = 0.0001) along with the means for PL and PLRG (p = 0.0001). As with the break values, the differences, although statistically significant, were <0.7 cm and therefore not clinically meaningful. For clinical testing purposes, the break and recovery data for normal subjects are essentially identical for each of the three target types.

The distribution of break and recovery values for each of the three targets is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Cumulative distributions are shown in Fig. 3. Break values for each of the three targets are unimodal and right skewed with a concentration of measurements in the 0.5- to 3.0-cm range (Fig. 1). In fact, slightly more than 70% of the subjects had break values of ≤3 cm with AT (Fig. 3). The percentage of subjects with values of ≤3 cm increases to 75% using PL and exceeds 80% using PLRG. More than 90% of subjects had break values in the range of 0.5 to 5.0 cm regardless of the target.

As with break, the distributions of NPC recovery values are unimodal and skewed to the right (Fig. 2). As indicated by the median values in Table 3, more than 50% of the recovery measurements were ≤4.0 cm for each of the three targets. Recovery measurements of ≤10 cm were observed in over 90% of the subjects using each target.

Also included in Table 3 are descriptive statistics for the NPC break and recovery measurements obtained from subjects with convergence insufficiency. The mean break for AT is lowest at just over 9 cm, increasing to almost 12 cm with PL and almost 15 cm with PLRG. AT also produced the lowest mean recovery at 12.5 cm, followed by PL with a mean of just over 17.5 cm. As with break, the mean recovery for PLRG was largest at slightly more than 20.5 cm. The repeated-measures ANOVA indicated a significant difference in the mean break measurements obtained via the three targets (p < 0.0001). Post hoc testing indicated a significant difference in AT and PL (p = 0.0104) and AT and PLRG (p ≤ 0.0001). Unlike normal subjects, the statistically significant differences in break values obtained with the three targets were also clinically meaningful. A significant difference in mean NPC recovery measurements of ≤10 cm were observed in over 90% of the subjects using each target.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Obtained</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CI subjects (N = 38)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodative target</td>
<td>9.32</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penlight</td>
<td>11.86</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>41.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penlight with R/G glasses</td>
<td>14.75</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>41.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodative target</td>
<td>12.47</td>
<td>7.89</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penlight</td>
<td>17.68</td>
<td>11.24</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>14.25</td>
<td>51.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penlight with R/G glasses</td>
<td>20.59</td>
<td>12.32</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>56.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Normal binocular vision subjects (N = 175)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Obtained</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodative target</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penlight</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penlight with R/G glasses</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodative target</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penlight</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penlight with R/G glasses</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* NPC, nearpoint of convergence; CI, convergence insufficiency; R/G, red and green.
ery for the three targets was also found ($p < 0.0001$) using the repeated-measures ANOVA. The mean recovery for AT and PL were significant different ($p = 0.0008$), along with the means for AT and PLRG ($p < 0.0001$). These differences are both statistically significant and clinically meaningful. For clinical testing purposes in patients with convergence insufficiency, it would appear that testing with the AT target results in break and recovery data that are significantly lower than what would be obtained using either PL or PLRG targets.

The distribution of break and recovery values for convergence insufficiency subjects using each of the three targets are shown in FIGURE 1.

**FIGURE 1.**
Distribution of nearpoint of convergence (NPC) break values for normal subjects by measurement method.

**FIGURE 2.**
Distribution of nearpoint of convergence (NPC) recovery values for normal subjects by measurement method.
Figs. 4 and 5. Cumulative distributions are plotted in Fig. 6. Both AT and PLRG have unimodal NPC break distributions that are skewed to the right. A high proportion (70%) of the break measurements with AT are in the range of 0.5 to 10 cm. PLRG values, although skewed, are not quite as concentrated with <50% in the range of 0.5 to 10 cm. The distribution of break values for PL has three modal values at 8, 10, and 12 cm and appears less skewed than the distribution for the other two targets. In fact, the distribution appears almost uniform in the range of 0.5 to 15 cm.

NPC recovery measurements obtained using the AT target also follow a unimodal distribution with a large concentration in the range of 0.5 to 15 cm. In fact, nearly 80% of the subjects have measurements in this range. The distribution of values for the PL target is also unimodal but appears less skewed than the AT distribution. Only slightly more than one half of the subjects have values of <15 cm. As with NPC break, the distribution of recovery values for the PLRG target is more evenly spread across the range of values compared with the other two target types. Slightly <50% of the subjects have recovery values of <15 cm using the PLRG target.

Modification of Test Procedure: Ten Repetitions

The average NPC break for CI subjects was 12.1 cm at the first measurement, but it increased to 15.9 cm at measurement 10. Fig. 7a shows the change in mean NPC break over the 10 repeated measurements. According to the mixed model analysis, the mean NPC break increases from measurement one to measurement five (p value for slope < 0.0001) but then changes little from measurements six to 10 (p value for slope = 0.0865). The mean NPC recovery increased from 17.7 cm at measurement one to 21.9 at measurement 10 (Fig. 7b. The change, although not remarkable, was more dramatic from measurement one to three (p value for
slope $= 0.0298$) than from measurement four to 10 (p value for slope $= 0.2543$).

There was little change in the NPC break values for normal subjects across the 10 measurements. The mean break was 2.2 at measurement one and 2.9 at measurement 10 (Fig. 8a). The mixed model analysis indicated that the small increase in mean break was consistent across the 10 repeated measurements. That is, unlike the break value for CI subjects, the break values do not change more dramatically at early repeated measurements and then remain relatively constant. In contrast, there does appear to be an initial jump in the NPC recovery values for normal subject from measurement one to measurement two (p value for slope $= 0.004$), after which the values remain relatively constant (p value for slope $= 0.4737$). At measurement one the mean NPC recovery is 3.99 cm, but it increases to 4.49 cm at repeat two and is 5.3 cm at the last measurement (Fig. 8b).

**Symptoms**

On the eight-item symptom questionnaire, the lowest possible score was eight with a maximum of 40. The mean value for normal subjects was 13.06 (range, 8 to 32), and the mean for convergence insufficiency subjects was 22.03 (range, 9 to 32). This difference was statistically significant ($t = 11.80$, $p < 0.0001$). Correlations between symptoms and the NPC findings did vary with target selection. The highest correlation between symptom score and NPC finding ($r = 0.37$) was observed for NPC recovery performed with the PLRG (Table 4).

**DISCUSSION**

This study was designed to determine normative data for the NPC break and recovery in adult subjects, the most appropriate target(s) to be used for the assessment of the NPC, and the diagnostic value of commonly used modifications of the NPC. The distribution of NPC break values showed a concentration for all targets in the 0.5- to 5-cm range. The maximum break value observed with the AT was 7 cm, compared with 10 cm for PL and 11 cm for PLRG. Eighty-five percent of subjects had a break of $\leq 4.5$ cm with all targets. In a previous study designed to determine normative values for children, Hayes et al.33 suggested a clinical cutoff value of 6 cm. In their study, 85% of their subjects had a break of $\leq 6$ cm. In our study, 98% of the subjects had a break of $\leq 6$ cm with the AT, and 96% had a break of $< 6$ cm with the PLRG target. Using a similar criterion of 85%, we recommend a value of 4.5 cm. Because clinicians generally do measure the NPC break to the half-centimeter, we suggest rounding the clinical cutoff value for the NPC break to 5 cm.

For the NPC recovery, about 85% of subjects had a recovery of $\leq 7$ cm with all targets. Thus, we recommend a clinical cutoff value of 7 cm for the NPC recovery. Others studies have used values ranging from 5 to 11 cm for the break and 8 to 11 cm for the recovery.1, 2, 7, 17–33 However, our finding of $\leq 5$ cm as the expected break value for normal subjects compares favorably with the expected break value of $\leq 6$ cm for children found by Hayes et al.33

One of the questions we wanted to address was target selection. The results of this study suggest that clinical diagnosis can be made with any of the three targets, although the accommodative target appears to provide the best precision. When evaluating the NPC, we are trying to determine the patient’s ability to converge using all aspects of convergence including fusional convergence, proximal convergence, and accommodative convergence. Because the use of an AT maximizes the accommodative demand and accommodative convergence, the NPC should, theoretically, be maximized with this type of target. Ciuffreda38 recommended the use of an

---

**FIGURE 5.**

Distribution of nearpoint of convergence (NPC) recovery values for convergence insufficiency subjects by measurement method.
AT for another reason. He found less variability in the NPC when measured with an AT vs. a PL. It is important to note, however, that our results suggest that to best discriminate the symptomatic CI, the PLRG break and recovery is most accurate.

In contrast to Ciuffreda’s study, we used traditional, clinical evaluation tools, and in our normal group, and the differences among NPC measurements with various targets were statistically significant but very small (<1 cm). Although they were statistically significant, due to a large sample size and the repeated-measures design, such differences are not clinically significant. The convergence insufficiency group showed very different results. For the break values in the convergence insufficiency group, statistically and clinically significant differences were found between the AT and the PLRG. For the recovery values, the differences between AT

FIGURE 6.
Cumulative distribution of nearpoint of convergence (NPC) break and recovery for convergence insufficiency subjects by method of measurements. R/G, red and green.
and PL as well as between AT and PLRG were clinically significant. There was also a statistically significant difference between the PL and PLRG, although the mean difference of 2.9 cm between the break with a PLRG and a PL may be too small to be clinically useful. The greatest differences between any two tests were 5.43 cm between the AT break and the PLRG break and 8.17 cm between the AT recovery and the PLRG recovery in the convergence insufficiency group.

Theoretically, the PLRG target not only minimizes the accommodative-convergence component, but also makes binocularity more difficult because of the dissociative factor created by the red and green glasses. Capobianco18 suggested that the use of two targets (AT followed by a PLRG) might allow clinicians to detect more subtle convergence insufficiency problems. Most clinicians have encountered situations in which diagnostic testing is equivocal, although the history suggests a clinical hypothesis of a binocular problem. The use of the PLRG target may be particularly useful in this situation. Our results suggest that in a patient with normal binocularity, there should be virtually no difference between the break and recovery findings when the NPC is performed with an AT or a PLRG. In this study, patients with convergence insufficiency had a break that was >5 cm more receded with the PLRG and a recovery >8 cm more receded with the PLRG compared with the AT. Differences approaching these values should alert a clinician to the possibility of a subtle convergence insufficiency. Our data tend to support Capobianco’s suggestion.

Of our 38 subjects with convergence insufficiency, 13 had an NPC that was within the expected range for both break and recovery using the AT alone. When the NPC was repeated with a PLRG, all 13 of these subjects were found to have a receded NPC. In 11 of the 13, the NPC was receded with the PL target, and all 13 of these subjects were found to have a receded NPC with the 10-repetition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>AT Brk</th>
<th>AT Rec</th>
<th>PL-Brk</th>
<th>PL-Rec</th>
<th>PLRG-Brk</th>
<th>PLRG-Rec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a NPC, nearpoint of convergence; AT, accommodative target; Brk, break; Rec, recovery; PL, penlight; PLRG, penlight while wearing red and green glasses.

b p < 0.05.
procedure. Thus, the use of the PLRG target or repetition of the NPC appears to be important for the diagnosis of subtle cases of convergence insufficiency. Also, the highest correlation between symptoms and the type of target in this study was with the PLRG (Table 4).

The repetition modification of the NPC suggested by Davies\textsuperscript{17} also appears to be useful in the diagnosis of more subtle cases. A difference of more than 4 cm between the first and 10th repetition suggests a problem. Our data suggest that most of the change occurs from the first to the fifth repetition. However, because of the considerable amount of time required to perform the NPC even five times, this may not be the most practical method for detecting a subtle CI. The PLRG procedure requires less time and also enables the clinician to detect a subtle CI.

Based on these results, we suggest that the NPC should be routinely evaluated with an AT. If the NPC is normal, but there are other signs or symptoms of convergence insufficiency, or if the NPC is borderline (reduced break or recovery or a large difference between the two), the NPC should be repeated with a PLRG.

This study does have a number of limitations. First, the age range of adult subjects used to determine expected clinical values was limited to 22 to 37 years of age. Further investigation is necessary to determine whether our conclusions about normative data and test modifications can be applied to the presbyopic population. In addition, all of our adult subjects used to determine expected values were optometry students, and this may limit the applicability of these data to the general population.
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